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Gilbert Brarnfield at Pt Gerrnein in January 1971. Photo: LM. White
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The Willochra creek, near Waraty'ipma spring
Photo V. Potezny
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The valley of the W araty'ipma spring
Photo: V. Potezny

Mrs Florence Bramfield outside her.hut at the Baroota Reserve. 1936.
The church is in the background.
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'then he was digging with a really shon stumpy bone and made all these lakes all the way
through (the salty lakes up from Yorkey's Crossing)'
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The senior Nukunu men are sitting in the front
Roy Parkes collection, S.A. Museum
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Baroota Reserve 1911
Mrs Florence Bramfi.eld is holding her young son Eric, while her daughter Margery
Elizabeth Giles nee Bramfield is on the far right with her own daughter
Roy Parkes Collection, SA. Museum

A Nukunu Dictionary
1. Introduction
The Dictionary Project of the Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies presented an
opportunity to put together all the data available on the Nukunu language. This meant that the materials
recorded between 1955 and 1971 from the late Fred Graham and Gilbert Bramfield could be collated
with earlier information and with knowledge from other sources on Nukunu and Nukunu country. The
present work is a collaborative effort. which involves unpublished flrst-hand linguistic data from
G.N.O'Grady, N.B.Tindale, C. P. Mountford, G. McMurtrie and the present writer, as well as much
assistance and access to data from Jane Simpson who has worked extensively on the related Kaurna
language, from V. Potezny, CJ. Ellis, R.MW. Dixon, Philip Jones, Philip Clarke, J. McEntee, T. Gara,
J. and R. Bramley, R. Foster, I.M. White, the late G.R. Hercus and most importantly the Bramfield
family.

2. The Nukunu language

Nukunu was one of the group of languages sometimes collectively called Thu[a-Miru ('ParnkallaTyura-Meyu' in Schmidt's classification, 1919:56) from words meaning 'man'. This group was
subdivided into three subgroups by Schmidt and his classification still stands:
i, Miru languages

Kaurna, the Adelaide language
Nharangka 'Narunga' from Yorke Peninsula

Nukunu
Ngadjuri from around Peterborough
ii. Pamkalla

According to the evidence of Tindale (1974:216), corroborated by the late Moonie Davies this
consisted of
Nhawu Pamkalla from lower Eyre Peninsula
Parnkalla from Eastern Eyre Peninsula

Wana-Pangkala, 'Plains Pangkala' from the plains north ofPt Augusta
iii, Thura languages
Adnyamathanha from the Flinders Ranges
Kuyani from north of Lake Torrens

From the existing data it would appear that the Nukunu language was particularly closely related to the
neighbouring Nharangka language. Nukunu along with Nharangka, as well as Kaurna (and also the
Thora language Kuyani) did not take part in the lenition of initial th- before all vowels nor in the
lenition of initial k- before i that is found in Adnyamathanha, Pamkalla, and sporadically in Ngadjuri:
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English

Nukunu

Kaurnal

Ku!ani2

N!!djurP

Parnkalla4 Adn;IamathanbaS

foot

thitna

thidna

thitna

tidna

yidna

idna

native cat

thitnya

thitnya

aku'indji

yidnya

idnya

man

thura

thma

thura

jmi

yura

JUill

this

kinhi

inna

kinha

inna

inha

(older sources are given in their original spelling and not in italics)
Nukunu furthennore did not take pan in the lenition of initial k before other vowels as found in
Adnyamathanba and sporadically in Ngadjuri:

wife

kartu

kartu

kartu

atoni

kangaroo (red)

lcurtlu

kudo

kurtlu

wudlu /gudla6 lrurdlu

artu

karteti

urdlu

!!.Q! the lenition

of initial p to v which is found in Adnyamathanha with isolated instances in Ngadjmi:

moon

pira

pira

bera

pirra

vira

initiate

partnapa

partnapa

vad'napa

pardnapa

vardnaba

The whole Thllfcl-Miru group was so closely linked that it must be considered as one language with a
branching into Thllfcl, Pamkalla and Miru and a further subgrouping into a number of dialects. Within
the Miru group the limited data indicate that there was over 90% correspondence in vocabulary
between Nukunu and the neighboming language Ngadjuri, similarly between Nukunu and Nharangka,
and over 85% with Parnkalla. Within the larger grouping there was also an over 85% correspondence
with the two ThlllCl languages, Adnyamathanha and Kuyani: there may moreover have been some
relatively recent borrowings by Nukunu from these two Thllfcllanguages. One is tempted to sunnise
this from the presence of synonyms such as warratyi I kari 'emu', wilka I katli 'dog', ngami I nganglcayi

'mother'; ngamarna I kawarna 'uncle', yakarla I kungapa 'child', where the first and possibly more
recent word has exact parallels in Adnyamathanha-Kuyani, and the second has parallels in Nharangka,
Ngadjuri or Kaurna. The few grammatical features attested for Nukunu are parallelled in the
fragmentary evidence for Nharangka.
Fred Graham (Nukunu), speaking in 1965 gave a suocinct account of the close connections between the
languages:
The languages differ from tribe to tribe and it gradually works away till they can't
understand one another. We could understand Pamkalla and Kuyani.

1from J. Simpson's data
2 recorded from Alice Oldfield at Marree
3from Berndt and Vogelsang 1941
4from Schiirrnamt 1844
5from McEntee and McKenzie 1992 with adaptation of diactritics
6 'wudlu' is given as 'red male', while 'gudla' is given as the general term
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A Nukunu Dictionary
The recordings made between 1955 and 1971 from Nukunu people represent the only recorded material
we have of any of the

Miru languages.

This has special significance in that we can actually hear

features that can otherwise be only indirectly surmised from written documentation: this includes
prestopping and vowel length, and distinctions between the r-sounds, as discussed in sections 3 and 4
below.

3. Method of transcription
A general practical orthography has been followed here.

Nukung ~n:iQnii!!Jt ~:i~m
labial

velar

dental

palatal

alveolar

retroflex

stop voiceless

rt

stop voiced

rd

1:

stop
nasal

lateral

k

th

ty

l

ns_

nh

!U!

n

lh

!~

lw

semivowel

m

rl

12'
r

r-sounds, tap

trill

"

glide

r

Only the consonants enclosed within boxes can begin a word. The language name should really be
Nhulamu, but the spelling without h is so well established that it has been adopted here.

!
'

lo

There is a voicing contrast in Nukunu, but it has only been heard with the retroflex stops:
kurdi

phlegm

kurti

quandong

With all other stops, since no contrast has been heard, only the unvoiced consonants have been used:
they are closer to the actual pronunciation, hence we write:

th

not

'db'

l

not

'd'

p

not

'b'

k

not

'g'

After long vowels the consonants tend to sound voiced, hence thaaka 'mouth' approaches the
pronunciation [thaaga].
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Velar nasal
The digraph 'ng' is used to mark the velar nasal, which is pronounced the same as fmal 'ng' in English,
but can occur readily at the beginning of a word. Both Tindale and Mountford in their transcriptions
used the phonetic symbol for this sound which is 'IJ'.

~

As shown above h is used to mark the dental consonants, pronouned with the tongue against the teeth.

PaJata]s

y marks the palatal consonants, i.e. ty, ny and ly. The palatal nasal ny is similar to the English 'ny' of
'canyon', but pronounced as a single consonant, while ly is close to the English 'lli' of 'million', but
pronounced as a single consonanL ty is rather like 't' and 'y' pronounced simultaneously.

Retroflexes

r is used to mark the following consonant as retroflex, pronounced with the tip of the tongue curled
toward the hard palate: rt for instance resembles the American pronunciation of 'rt' in 'Martin'.

Clusters
In dental and palatal clusters the 'h' and the 'y' respectively are written only once, at the end of the

cluster, hence

nth

instead of

'nhth'

lth

instead of

1thh'

nty

instead of

'nyty'

lty

instead of

1yty'

Similarly in retroflex clusters the 'r' is only written once, at the beginning of the cluster:

!l

j

0

hence:

rnt

instead of

'rnrt'

rtl

instead of

'rtrl'

rtn

instead of

'rtm'

There does not appear to be any phonemic distinction in Nukunu between alveolar and retroflex nasals
and laterals before peripheral consonants; in other words:

rnk.

is not distinguished from

nk.

rnp

is not distinguished from

np

rlk

is not distinguished from

lk

rlp

is not distinguished from

lp
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As the pronunciation on the whole in these clusters in Nukunu is closer to the retroflex this spelling has
been preferred, though not standardised. This lack of distinction is probably shared with all the other
Thura-Miru languages, with Arabana and many other languages in the north of South Australia.

There was however, as in Adnyamathanha and Kuyani, a distinction between peripheral clusters
beginning with an apical nasal or latreral on the one hand, and clusters beginning with a lamina! on the
other; this is heard very clearly, e.g. in wanypatha 'good', but there are no minimal pairs in the words
recorded on tape.

-I

Vowels

~.:

In Nulcunu words
i

is used to represent [i] as in 'bit',

u is used to represent [u] as in 'put'

0

a is used to represent [a] as in 'father'
Long vowels are written as double vowels, aa, ii, uu. Tindale used the standard phonetic symbol [:] to
mark length, so this occurs in words quoted from him.

The first syllable of a word always carries the accent, and vowels in this syllable are more clearly
articulated. This is noticeable particularly with the vowel u. When u is in a final or otherwise
unaccented position it may lose some of its rounding and become lowered to approach a close'-:>'. This
is reflected in transcriptions as for instance those of Tindale who nearly always writes an 'o' in these
circumstances, e.g. 'ga:ro' for kaaru 'blood', 'wiparo' for wiparu 'whip-snake'.

The following other phonetic rules apply to vowels:
w+a

0

The vowel a (not aa ) following w is slightly rounded and raised and approaches the position of an
open [-:>] this is reflected in some of the early transcriptions, e.g. Black's 'Wongaidya' for wangkatya

'speak', and Hack's 'wonna' for watna 'boomerang'. This does not apply when a palatal or a retroflex
follows, hence watlyu [watYlYu] 'hole', not *[w-:>tYIYu], wartli [wartli] 'camp', never *[w-:>rtli].

a+w.
When w follows a the labialisation is anticipated and there is some slight diphthongisation of [a] to
[aU] as in kawi [kaUwi] 'water'.

y+a
The vowels a and aa following y are slightly fronted and raised and approach the position of an open
'e'; this is reflected in some transcriptions such as Hack's 'yellie' for yaarli 'tongue', and Valentine's
'yeltar' for yarta 'ground'.

• I

.,I

i!
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Sound changes in compounds
When the word kawi 'water' is the second member of a compound the initial consonant is lost or lenited
toy:

Kari-yawi

from

kari+ kawi 'emu-water'. name of a site near Mt Remarkable.

Sometimes a whole syllable is lost as in

Maratyawi from maratya-kawi 'water pouring out'. name of a big spring on the border ofPamkalla
country.
This loss of the initial of kawi is illustrated by other placenames not attested from Nukunu speakers, but
known from maps of Nukunu country. such as Wininowie, Telowie. The same rule can be seen
operating in Nharangka and Ngadjuri placenames.

4. Special features of the Nukunu sound system
Prestoj!ping
This is a widespread phenomenon over much of northern and central South Australia,when a stop
consonant appears before laterals and nasals (other than velar) at the end of the first syllable of a word.
Examples are

Nukunu

wapma

snake

corresponding to Diyari (Cooper Creek)

wama

snake

Nukunu

thitna

foot

corresponding to Paakantji (Darling River)

thina

foot

Nukunu

purtli

star

corresponding to Paakantji

purli

Star

There is no prestopping of nasals when a word begins with a nasal: thus the word for 'fat' is always

marni. never *martni.
The evidence from Nukunu speakers gives interesting insight into this process. Prestopping was the
general practice. but a more casual pronunciation without it was obviously also pennissible. and a
number of times pronunciations seemed to alternate freely. Most commonly a word was first heard
without prestopping and then was repeated distinctly with prestopping, as in the case of

wartli

'camp'

also heard as

warli

kartla

'fire'

also heard as

karla

kutnyu

white man

also heard as

kunyu

/cupmana

'one'

also heard as

kumana
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The pronunciation without prestopping appears to have been favoured in compounds, and also in
reduplicated and longer words:

parla-parla

bare

ngarla-wirri

long yam-stick

pur/ali

star, but purtli 'star'

purlara

Seven Sisters

pulanha

two

This tendency is again borne out by placenames:
Cudnio

name of a place near Nectar Brook, derived from katnya 'rock'

Kanyaka

name of a well-known station south of Hawker, derived from kanya -aka 'a piece of
rock' (see Austin, Ellis and Hercus 1976).

Vowel length
Vowel length was clearly audible, and there was a contrasting distinction between short and long
vowels as in

paapa

small

papartaki

north

As in the Paakantyi language group which adjoined the Miru languages to the north-east aa was the
most common of the long vowels, and ii, uu were quite rare.

When long vowels were followed by nasals or laterals there was no prestopping: this distinction went
hand in hand with the length distinction. As Gilbert Bramfield explained:

'kuulu means 1eaf and 'bough', you call that kuulu. Don't you call'm kutlu because that means
1ouse', don't call'm kutlu now, they are two different names but they are very close together, but

kuulu is the one you want to know because that is a bough'.

There was a similar type of distinction between yar(t)li 'man' and yaarli 'tongue'.

The same rule applied to those other Thora- Miru languages, where prestopping was normally
obligatory, but words with vowels that are recognisably long in Nukunu ~showed prestopping.
Examples are:
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En~li:ib

-

NuJcunu

-,
Pamlc:aUa1---------~K~u~~~i~------A~dn~n~m~a~ili_an=~-

paarlu.

vaJu

bila

pirla

vi/a

walla

waalha

wala

kuulu

ulu.

yaarli

yaJi

meat

paarlu

coals

piirla

turkey

waalha

leaf

kuulu

tongue

yaarli

yarli

male

yar(t)li

yerdli

louse

ku(t)lu

kudlu

but compare:
yaQ.}i
kullu.

udlu

On account of the Nukunu infonnation it is therefore possible to gain some insight into vowel length

and prestopping.
r-sounds
Nukunu had three different r-sounds: iliis is parallel to what we know of Adnyamailianha (Schebeck
1973. McEntee and McKenzie 1992). and what we can sunnise for ilie other Thtqa-Mi{u languages.
These r-sounds were:
r

a lightly tapped r, wiili ilie tip of ilie tongue behind ilie teeili-ridge

"

a trilledr

!

a retroflex glide, like the English West County pronunciation of 'r'

The distinction between these three r-sounds was functional: it served to distinguish between words _
where it would have been confusing if not embarrassing to make a mistake:

pi[U.

hand

marra hair

moon

pirra

oyster

penis

wari

cold wind

warriya

second child

Wiili words that are only known from written raiDer than recorded materials we cannot be cenain about
the nature of the r-sounds, except for ilie contribution by Black (1917). The most interesting comment
comes from H.L. Beddome (Curr 1886 11:133) who contributed a Parnkalla vocabulary from the
Nukunu border at Marachowie - he was obviously conscious of distinctions amid the r-sounds:

7 from Schilnnann 1844
8 recorded from Alice Oldfield at Marree
9from McEntee and McKenzie 1992 with adaptation of diacritics
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Where I have spelt words with three r's, it is to show how very strongly they are rolled: quite as
strongly as in parts of France.
Sadly a careful search of his brief vocabulary does not reveal any words with three r's - these were no
doubt removed by the printer, his observation remains nevertheless significant

5. History of the study of Nukunu

Unfortunately very little was written down about the language in the early days. The collection of brief
vocabularies by Curr The Australian Race 1886 is poor in this area. The short vocabulary from
Marachowie by HL.Beddome (Curr ll:133-135) comes from the border of Nukunu and Pamkalla
country, and linguistically it is clearly Parnkalla rather than Nukunu. The vocabulary from 'Forty miles
east ofPt Pirie' by S. LeBrun (Curr II: 140-142), despite some additional items, is one of the scantiest
in the Curr collection, and belongs in any case to an area just beyond the border of what is traditionally
regarded as Nukunu country_IO There is a brief vocabulary from Mount Remarkable, which is in the
heart ofNukunu country, but Curr states (ll:136) that he got the material from a Mr J.C. Valentine who
had himself got it at second hand from 'a gentleman well acquainted with the tribe', and he complains of

the manuscript being indistinct There is no question that it is a vocabulary of the same language as
recorded by O'Grady and by Hercus and by its early date it helps to validate Nukunu. The person who
wrote down the vocabulary had trouble hearing certain sounds and used an inconsistent anglicised
transciption, which is difficult to interpret: e.g. he wrote 'uree' for yU[i 'ear', 'ounga' for yunga 'elder
brother' and 'ludlaw' for yartli 'father' (i.e. 'man'). He stated that 'there are alive at present (1880) three
men and five women'. Round about the same time (1880) J.M. Black wrote down a vocabulary 'from
natives of the tribe which then wandered through the country on both sides of the Flinders Range from
Crystal Brook northwards to beyond Pt Augusta'. This vocabulary was not published till many years
later. Black was a keen observer and a careful transcriber, but as he states (1917: 12):

Most of my vocabulary has been lost, but enough remains to show that the language was nearly
allied to those of the Adelaide and Yorke Peninsula tribes, but with leanings in its vocabulary
towards Pamkalla and Wirrung.
Black calls the language 'Wongaidya', but this is simply his rendering ofwangkatya the present tense
form of the verb 'to speak'. The loss of so much of his excellent vocabulary is tragic.
There is a brief vocabulary by B. Hack from Mt Remarkable in Taplin 1879:142-152; in the same set of
lists there is also one by P J. Noble, this comes from the eastern part of Nukunu country, from Crystal
Brook.

lOu Brun 1886:142 writes that 'the name of the tribe' was Canowie. This can be interpreted as kminya 'hill'+ awi
'water', i.e. they were the people who lived at springs in the hills to the west of Peterborough. There was also a
station of this name. Tindale 1937:149 regards the Canowie people as Ngadjuri.
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It took nearly f'lfty years for any further advance. In 1936 a young school-teacher at Pt Gennein,
Gwenda McMurtrie, wrote down a vocabulary of some fifty words of Nukunu from 'women at the
Baroota Reserve.' Her manuscript has been preserved in the Roy Parkes collection in the South
Australian Museum: Roy Parkes was the head teacher at Pt Gennein between 1928 and 1939 and
became a friend of Nukunu people.

In 1938 C. P. Mountford had an interview with Mrs Florence Bramfield: his perspicacious notes were
made available by the State Library. Shortly after that Tindale with his usual care and accuracy wrote
down a brief vocabulary from Frank Walters in Pt Augusta in January 1939. Mountford's notes mention
Frank Walters too: he was a Wilya[U man and a stepbrother to Mrs Bramfield. Without the material
from Mountford and Tindale and some additional items from Gwenda McMurtrie this vocabulary
would be much impoverished.
It was almost a miracle that despite all adversities a fragmentary knowledge of Nukunu survived later
than that, into the era of more recent linguistic recording. The bulk of the present vocabulary comes
from six modem recordings.

Two of these were made and transcribed by G.N. O'Grady, who gives the following details:

1. Consultants Eddie Sansburv, born about 1888,
assisted by Fred Graham. born about 189611. The transcribing was done at Point Pearce MisSion in the
first week of January, 1955.

2. Gilbert Bramfield.
Transcribing done at Mr Bramfield's camp near Port Augusta on March 4, 1960.

One recording was made by Luise Hercus jointly with CJ. Ellis:
Fred Graham

October 1965 at Pt Adelaide (Hercus Field-tape 15)

and three were made separately:
Gilbert Bramfield

30.8.65 at Andamooka Opal Field (Hercus Field-tape 10-11)
27.5.66 at Pt Germein (Hercus Field-tape 42)
20.1.71 at Pt Germein (Hercus Field-tape 363)

Additional brief information was provided by two brothers, who were of part Pamkalla part Kukata

descent
Moonie Davies October 1965 at Pt Pearce (Hercus Field-tape 14)
19.5.66 at Andamooka Opal Field (Hercus Field-tape 35)
20.8.73 at Pt Augusta (Hercus Field-tape 583)
Andrew Davies

22.8.67 at Pt Augusta (Hercus Field-tape 109)

11 L.Hercus is convinced that Fred Graham was older and was born about 1890.
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C.J. Ellis (Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies Archive tape 65/1) recorded a younger member of
the Bramfield family, Ham Bramfield: he spoke mainly on cultural matters.

6. Nukunu people
Nukunu people were called 'Nukuna' by the neighbouring Pamk:alla, but they themselves used the form
'Nukunu', which has therefore been preferred here. In Kaurna, according to Teichelmann and
Schiinnann this term meant 'assassin', defined further as:
'an imaginary being of the shape and colour of a black, that steals upon them in the night and
kills them'

Even from what was recorded as late as the nineteen sixties it seems that the name Nukunu originally
did indeed have such a connotation: Nukunu people were the easternmost of those who practiced
subincision and they also took part in the Wilya.ru secondary initiation. They were ritual purists and
were proud of the fact They avenged what they saw as laxity and particularly what they saw as incest
As Harry Bramfield put it - and this was in general conversation and not in response to any question

about the name 'Nukunu':
'over there they were inbreeding years ago, and these people used to run from here, from this
tribe here and go down and kill'm because they were inbreeding. Those people in the east they
were marrying the wrong way, marrying their sisters!'
The statement about people to the east marrying the 'wrong' way is coniumed by what is known about
the kinship system. As Elkin 1937-8:421 shows, Nukunu people were the south-easternmost of those
who had a matrilineal moiety system and who used the terms Mathari and Kararru for these moieties.
The marriage system of Nukunu people was similar to that practiced by Parnkalla, Adnyarnathanha and
'Wailpi' people and this is described in detail by Elkin 1937-8:427-439. The practices of their eastern
neighbours were different and were clearly alien to Nukunu people in a way which must have

0

resembled incest
The system of birth-order names did not have the same areal distribution as the 'Wailpi' kinship system:

it extended much further to all the Thura-Miru language group.
Being very traditional-minded, Nukunu people clung to their spiritual heritage. When, from about 1849
on, they were dispossessed of their country they remained together in small groups around Orroroo,
Melrose, Wilmington, Stirling North and particularly at Baroota. Previously they had not married
outsiders (as indicated by B. Hack in Taplin 1879:65), but when they were decimated and split up they
began to intermarry with Nharangka, Parnkalla and Wirangu people, as well as Europeans. Despite all
that just one family maintained their identity: they know they are Nukunu.

7. The Speakers
In their recordings the Nukunu speakers remarked on their own background and gave invaluable views

on cultural matters:
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Fred Graham was seen in Pt Adelaide in 1965 he was then about 75 years old. He explained:
'I was brought up by my grandmother Mary. she was pure Aboriginal. Her own parents were

frightened when they saw the flrst white man, thought it was a ghost: it was when some crew
(from a ship) came up into the hills.

I was born at Wimlbara, Mount Remarkable tribe, Nukunu.'

Gilbert Bramfield
Gilbert Bramfleld was born about 1900. He gave the following background information:
'I was born on the Peninsula. me, at Pt Pearce. My sister is Mrs Webb and she is still down

there.
My mother spoke the language all the time. but my younger brothers and sisters never learnt iL I
used to sit down with my grandmother a loL Now I have had no one to talk to in the language
for years.
They called me Muniya, fourth son, like old Davies, but that was only for the family.

0
My (maternal) grandfather was the king, then my uncle took over, his name was Sam James.
When he was going, he made me take over. I am going to leave you, he said- that's all they said.'_
We used to live up the Baroota creek.'

My father was working in a foundry at Crystal Brook, he also used to carry wheaL My father
came from Bramfield on the west coasL He was Wirangu and Parnkalla and was related in a
way like distant cousin to Moonie Davies, all Snake people.'

Moonie Davies referred to the Snake being his 'nationality' and that was also how Gilbert viewed iL
Gilbert explained further:
'Snake people wapma-mukunha would have to marry thitnya-mukunha, cat people.'
The term muku was used also in Adnyamathanha to refer to a system of matrilineal clans (Schebeck
1973:24).
Gilbert Bramfield was very clear about the links between people in the area:

'Katnyamathanha are on the same line as us, Pamkalla come across this way and then Kuyani
come in too, all clumped together. I'm in my own territory here (at Pt Germein).'

Moonie Davies (Parnkalla and Kukata) described the boundaries as follows (Sept 1965):
'Nukuna goes in back with the Katnyamathanha people. The tribes died out around Balaclava,

all that they called Wininy tribe. Nharangka was similar to Nukuna Gilbert's mother was proper
Nukuna.'
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Harry Bramfield speaking to Catherine Ellis (recording: 1965) gave a graphic account of the forced
move of Aboriginal people in the area.
Well there was no Pt Pearce as there is now, they come from different places, years ago... they
was taken from different places. Collect them all up and send them to Pt Pearce, Pt McLeay and
places like that. And my father he was collected from a place called Bramfield over on the West
Coast, that is why he and mum were different
That is how it carne about My father's brother he was sent to some different place and we never
connected with him at all. He went away altogether and we don't know whether he had children.'

8. Nukunu traditions
The Urumbu/Q

Nukunu land contained some of the most important sites in the country: by 'important' is meant not
secret and unmentionable, but on the contrary talked about, celebrated in myth and song. Nulcunu
country contained the sites which marked the beginning of the longest known continuous song-line, the
Urumbula which goes from Pt Augusta to the Gulf of Carpentaria The main feature was a huge tree, so
high that it was like a great ceremonial pole which in tum represented the Milky Way. This giant tree
was located close to the present-day Port Augusta Hospital. According to the oldest singers of the
Urumbula this tree was destroyed long before their time, in the very early days of European settlement

The Urumbula is the history of the travels of the ancestral Cats (Aranda atyilpa, Dasyurus geoffroyi ).
Their travels in Aranda country were discussed already by Spencer and Gillen and later by T.G.H.
Strehlow Aranda Traditions (1947:154 ff), and in Songs of Central Australia particularly (Strehlow
1971:561). Details of the southern journey of the Cats are less well known, but some are discussed by
· CJ. Ellis in Aboriginal Music Making (1964): this study is largely based on material provided by T. G
H. Strehlow.

()

The Port Augusta section of the Urumbula was recorded in detail by a number of singers, now
deceased. particularly the late Mick McLean Irinyili, a speaker of both Wangkangmru and Aranda. The
songs were entirely in Aranda, because Aranda ancestors were involved: the location however was
Nukunu country.

The outline of the story is as follows:
The ancestral atyilpa Cat, named Malbunga, (Western Aranda Malbangka ) was staying in the
Macdonnell Ranges when one day he saw a beautiful coloured feather borne on the wind from the
south. He found out that it carne from the great ceremonial pole, the tnatantya that held up the sky
down at Pt Augusta,·quite close to where the hospital now is, and it continued up into the sky as the
Milky Way. He was determined to get this beautiful pole, and so with his group of Cats he travelled all

the way to Pt Augusta. There was a song cycle relating this journey and there was a long sequence, the
tnatantya verses, which described and praised the pole (these verses were analysed by Ellis loc.cit.).
Malbunga took the pole and the epic journey to the north began. On this journey the Cats were joined
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by many other ancestral creatures, auracted by the pole, and they passed through many tribal territories.
The songs in praise of the Great Box Gum, transported to Pmara Ulpura on the Finke, appear in
Strehlow (1971:573).
There were numerous side-lines, stories of others associated with the main group. The long sequences
of verses which formed the Urumbula took weeks of nightly performances of singing and dancing and
re-enacbnent of the adventures of the Cats. Mick McLean recalled that in the nineteen twenties Nukunu
people still gathered at a small waterhole at Stirling North to sing the Urumbula.
The Port Augusta section of the Urwnbula (as recited by Mick McLean):
First come the tnatantya verses, songs in praise of the tree and the Milky Way.
!

I

Malbunga then began to try to uproot the tree. He ultimately sang:

I,

'I loosen this pole, I pull it out, its very guts.'

He pulled out the tree and sat there, for a while, alone. He held it right against his stomach to take it
back over there where now the railway.line (and the main road to Stirling North) comes up alongside
the salt-lake. It was the women's camp.
He got ready to go - he got the tree packed up and ready in his enormous bag.
He drove them along, all the people he had collected together from the women's camp. He told them
about what had happened and how he came to be there: the wind had carried along this red feather and
so he, the old Man Malbunga had started thinking about it: 'Where does this feather come from? Where
is it from? Whence did the wind drive it along and take it and then put it down?' He had gone on and on

searching, he had gone to many places, one after the other saying: 'It didn't come from here.' From my
(Aranda country) he had gone to Aparathalya (on the Macumba): 'It didn't come from here!' He had

travelled to Putu-ngurru 'Hard Dish' (in the Simpson Desert). 'This is not where it came from.' People
had seen him driven as it were by a cyclone, they saw his mind was drawn away continually by this
feather, his heart was drawn away all the time: 'Where did it come from?' That is how he had come to
)

fetch the Great Tree.

He asked the people 'you know (about it) ?'
And then he sang:

'My bag (it stands as big as) a tree. You know (what is in it) as I travel along?'
He went to the Mission Lake then, Abmiwara Milky Way (Umeewarra) that's the name of the Mission
and that's the name of the lake too.
This was the camp, the salt-lake calledAtimpa (saltbush). He sang:

atimpa kurkapa' lintidjene,
matimpa kurkapa' lintidjene
Many small saltbushes are here
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There is a salt-lake there, that's where they camped overnight. There were tracks from the people who
belonged to that camp, tracks lay there, belonging to the multitude of people who lived there. He sang:
'I camp by the Atimpa Lake. There are tracks.'

But then a big wind came. He jumped down into a hole, because he was afraid of that wind (in case it
blew away his bag and the giant tree) and he sang:
'I am frightened of the wind and jump into a hole'

and then:
'The wind is blowing over the small salt-lake.'
The storm had died down. He started cutting'm out there then.
He cut out from the mob those that he was going to take with him, whichever ones he was going to take
back (up north) he started up (deciding) which ones he would leave behind. He sat there by the saltlake. They all went back to the spring to drink the water, they drank it in the history time and we drank

it too, we lived on it, not only in the history time! But it's buried now, the Highways covered it up
(when they were building the road to Yerkey's Crossing). Malbunga divided up the people, those who
were going to stay and those who were to go, women too, he picked out all the good-looking women to
take with him. He picked them all out, and they also made a choice amongst themselves as they went
back. That lake (near Umeewarra Mission) is in Nukunu country.
Then he called them all together by means of his bull-roarer. There is a sandhill right close to the saltlake. He struck the sandhill with his bull-roarer and sang:
'The bullroarer hits right against the sandhill.'
He used his bullroarer like that to muster the people, ready to go. They then set off towards Emo Bluff.
This means that there were four main Nukunu sites connected with the Urumbula :
1. The Great Tree (now destroyed)

2. The salt-lake crossed by the road to Stirling North
3. The salt-lake near Umeewarra: this lake was known as Abmiwara and as Atimpa
4. The adjacent spring, now buried
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The Urwnbula was only one of the traditions linking Nukunu and the adjacent Parnkalla country with
areas far to the north, as Moonie Davies explained:
The songs from up north Pamkalla people used to sing'm down here, and Pamkalla songs went
up that way too, when the old people were there. It's died out now. Corroborees came right

down from the north but not through Adelaide way.'
This refers also to other traditions, particularly the Dog Myth and the Wilyaru cicatrisation ceremony.

Seven Sisters as related by Harry Bramfield (Ellis tape 121a):
'He could understand it old uncle. Old uncle used to tell us a lot of things about the stars and
things, about the Seven Sisters. They run away from the east and they come across to
YartnamaJka12 where the Yartnamalka lady is, where the big chunk of clay is in the hills. They
ran away from the east and they went west. One of them got crook at the hill at Yartnamalka, and
that is where she stayed, so there is only six of them up there (m the sky) now. The seventh one is

there at Yartnama1ka, that is the landmark. And of comse the three brothers- they ony had three
brothers, they took after them to find them, they travelled and travelled and they too went up to
the sky so there is the three brothers chasing the six sisters.'
Mrs Bramfield told Mountford in 1938:

That Yadlamalka lady is made out of clay, blackfellows won't let anyone touch it; she is facing

west, her hair hanging down.'

Pt Germein as told by Gilbert Bramfield

There was a spring here (Pt Germein) one time, where there is a sandpit now. They camped
there in the old days. They used to go over for fish from here right over to the Red Sea, the
Katl[ll-thatni accorting to the history of my old people. They left the children home but these

other people wouldn't let the children drink water out of the well, frightened they might put snot
in. Burnt them with firesticks and hunted them away from the water. When the old people came
back they got terribly wild. That is how one old man made this kangaroo bone, and made that

sea right through this way (he carved out Spencer Gulf). The bloke that went this way with his
kangaroo bone he broke it at Pt Augusta there, and then he was digging with a really short
stumpy one and made all these lakes all the way through (the salty lakes up from Yorkey's
Crossing).'

, I

The Moon
Mrs Bramfield told Mountford a moon myth which resembles that related by Adnyamathanha people

(Tunbridge 1988:70). Mountford noted:

12yartnamalka is now called Yadlamalka It is on the boundary between Pamkalla and Nukunu country.
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'The Moon was greedy with meat and would not share it with others, crowd decided to get rid of
him, coaxed him to climb a tree and get grubs, coaxed him up higher and higher until they could
hardly see him. They cut the tree down, and the Moon hung up in the sky.
Moon said: I'll give the light for people who walk at night. I'll die then come to life again.'

The Two Men
The Two Men who taught people about circumcision also travelled from the north through Nukunu
country in their search for Kintyura, the spirit world. This story was related to R.M Berndt in 1940 by
Barney Waria, a Ngadjuri man (Berndt 1987: 19):
They eventually reached Port Gennein. Then they went on. It was a very windy day, and
they heard a noise that frightened them. They discovered it was made by the limbs of a
tree rubbing together in the wind. They named the place lraderi (referring to the sound).
Continuing on they came to Windamurlku ('white flower': so named because an 'old
man's beard' creeper was growing over a black stump) 'Y! Yura nakulca-idla!'
(exclamation13/ person/ look),

kalcati windamurlku (black stump/ white flower!)'14

Going on, they came to a place where they heard someone beating on the ground.
Creeping up they saw an old man digging yalka, wild onions. They sang:

yalka

narinyenara

kunmarindma

dandura

wild onion

picking up

shalcing earth from .

digging

They went on to Mt Lofty.....

There were many other myths that traversed Nukunu country, but the details of these are now lost. Of
particular significance were the following:
Mythical 'little people' inhabited the steepest parts of the hills
The hill called now Devil's Peak was Wirltu the Eaglehawk
The Ancestral Emus came south from Parachilna pursued by the Dogs
The Great Snake Kakarru camped in the waterhole at Melrose, that is where he talked.

9. Method of Presentation
The present vocabulary is based on the modem recorded material from Hercus, as well as on the
modem transcribed material from G.N. O'Grady: the method of transcription of these two follows
identical principles and has therefore been customised. Words that neither Hercus nor O'Grady were
able to record but are supported from other sources have been included in the following format:

13 Y! must represent the widespread exclamation wayi! which calls for attention
14Bamey Waria spoke Ngadjuri. but the Ngadjuri word for''man' was tyuri; the use of the form yura is therefore
surprisinig. The word kakarti means 'head' in Nukunu (and Ngadjwi) as well as' stump', and this was clearly meant
as a play on words. The song is not analysable apart from the word yallca 'wild onion' which is used over a wide
area. irndiri in Adnyamathanha refers to the sound of branches rubbing together (McEntee&. McKenzie 1992: 19)
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1. Tentative transcription into the alphabet used here. This tentative transcription takes into account,
wherever possible, comparative data from closely related languages .
2. Form in which the word appears in the original, in square brackets.

3. Source, with the following abbreviations:

B.

Black

H.

Hack

M.

Mountford

Me.

McMurtrie

N.

Noble

T.

Tindale

v.

Valentine

Explanatory comments from speakers have been noted with the following abbreviations:

F.B.

Florence Bramfield (as transcribed by Mountford)

G.B.

Gilbert Bramfield

E.S.

Eddie Sansbury (as noted by O'Grady)

F.G.

Fred Graham

(

rI
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NUKUNU-ENGLISH
kaantu

wallaby, 'ring-tail wallaby', i.e yellowfooted rockwallaby. 'They call that black wallaby just the same'
(G.B.). This corresponds to the situation reported by
Tunbridge for the northern Flinders Ranges, where
both the yellow-footed and the black-footed rock
wallaby are called by the same name (Tunbridge
1991:64)

kaaru

blood

kaaru-thatni

Red Sea lit 'Blood Sea: this must be an inlet with red
sand, probably near the Red Cliff

Kakarru

the Great Serpent, the Rainbow Snake

kakarti
kakarti parla-parla

head

kakarti-marra

head-hair

kakarti-puthi

head-hair (from E.S. only)

kalpila

four, T. ['kalpila]

kalta

lizard: sleepy lizard

kaltitya

to listen, H. [culdijo]

kampatya

to cook, kampatya mayi to cook food

kampu

snake: black snake, T. ['kambo]

kanthi

thigh

kapartaki

south

kapmuna

grandfather, mother's father, M. [gabmunu]

Kapurinya

name of hill up from the waterfall (behind Pt Germein)

kara

spear with two barbs, 'long spear with hooks, two, and

bald

when you take that out, you got to put your finger
down in that hole in that man's leg and put your finger
on these two hooks like that to pull'm out' (G.B.)
karanya

arrogant, fancying oneself

Kararru

name of one of the matrilineal moieties

karl

bird: emu, alternative name used by Nukunu people
(F. G.)

Kari-yawi

name of a site in Nukunu country, 'emu-water',
southwest of Mt Remarkable

karku

yellow ochre

karlu

testicles, T. ['karlu]
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karntu

storm

karntu-pirkinya

lightning

karrara

thunderstorm

karritya

to get up, purlpa karritya dust is rising

kartinya

birth-order name: first child, female

kartla

fire

kartla-yarlu

light from a fire, blaze

kartu

wife

katha

waddy, long waddy, yam stick

katli

dog, wild or tame; 'some say wilka and also nyilka';
'you could never smack a dog, they would hit you with
a boomerang quick and lively if you smacked a dog!'
(G.B.)

katnu

lizard: frillneck

katnya

stone, rock

katnyini

grandmother, maternal, M. [gadnina]

kawama

uncle, mother's brother. This word is written several
times in Mountford's notes from Mrs.Bramfield
[gauwana]. Gilbert Bramfield consistently said

ngamarna, which has cognates in Adnyamatanha,
Parnkalla and Kuyani. The term kawana is probably
the more traditional Nukunu term for 'uncle' and is
cognate with Kaurna 'kauwawa'
kawi

water, rain

kawi-miina

spring, 'water-eye', Mc.[gawi-mena]

kawi-piki

rain stone

kawi-wangkarta

waterhole

kawi-wawarda

rockhole

kinhi

this, this one (dem. pronoun)

Kintyura

abode of the spirits of the dead, visualised as a distant
place in the west

kulpi

cloud, general term, T. ['kulpi]

kumarti

little, paapa kumarti little child

kumpu

urine

kunartu

birth-order name: third child, female

kunga

boy, B. [ku:IJa],

kungapa

child, general term, M. [kUIJaba]

kungunya var. kungurti

baby

kuni

birth-order name: third child, male
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kuntu

chest, V. [koondoo]

kuntu-warlpu

breast-bone

kupa

corpse, M. [gupa], also probably means 'white
coloured'

Kupanga

name of Mt Mambray, M. [Gooponga]

kupmana

one

kupurlu

grog

kuraki

bird: white cockatoo

kuranyi

rainbow, T. rkuranji]

kuratya

to hit with a weapon

kurdi

phlegm

kuri

corroboree, women used to sing it with the men back
in camp

(

kumtatya

to hit with one's hand, to beat

kun'a

bird: magpie

kummha

thunder

kurru wantatya

to snore, lit. 'to lie down snoring'

kurti

tree:quandong

kurtlu

kangaroo, red kangaroo; it belonged to the Ka:rarru
moiety (F.B)

kurukuku

bird: diamond dove, M. [kurukuku]

kuti

bird: swan

kutlu

louse

kutna

faeces

Kutnayi

name of hill up from 'the arm of the Lake', i.e.
probably in Nectar Brook country; 'there is a creek
near Kutnayi call'm Nhatapilka '

kutnyu

white man, ghost

kutnyu-paarla

white woman

kutyu

other, diferent

kuulu

leaf, bough

kuumi

snot

kuya

fish

maama, var. mamara

father

maara

bird: black duck, T. ['ma:ra]

maku

cloud, high cloud

makuli

slate stone, M. [makuli]

Makuli-wartli

name of Crystal Brook, 'Slate-Stone Camp,' M.
[makuli-wadli]
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malka

mark, spot

maly'awi

brackish water, M. [maljawi]

Maly'awi-pintha

name of spring at Pt Germein. This name was written
by O'Grady as Matya-wipintha (perhaps for the
prestopped form

Matlyawi-pintha):

he was

furthermore given a different location to that given to
L.H. He was told that it was 'a place in the sea 3 miles
west-northwest of Port Germein Jetty where Spencer
Gulf was created ('opened up') with a kangaroo bone'
mampu

knee

Mampurti

name of Mambray Creek

mangaranatya

to shiver

mangarti

grandmother (paternal), M. [mangadi]

mangkutya

to pick up in one's hand, mangkutya kuya to fish.
Tindale adds that among Nukunu people nets were not
used for fishing, nor were fish-poisons. This was
confirmed by Fred Graham: 'When they saw a mob of
mullets they used to put out bushes and that, that is
how they used to catch the fish. There was no spearing
them or anything like that.'

mangu

jaw, T. ['maJ)u]

manha-thikatya

to run

manhatya

to go, manhaka! go away! yutlya manhitya a
policeman is coming, patni manhatya he is coming

manitya

here
to make, H. [mun:icha]

mankarra

girl, H. [mungarra]

mankwina

three, T. ['maiJgwina], V. [mungweena]

Manu, Manuri

name for Ngadjuri people 'inland people', Tindale
1937:151 [Manu, Manuri]

manya

cold

mara

hand

Maraty'awi

name of a big spring on the border of Nukunu and
Warta-Pangkala country, north of Yadlamalka 'water

maratya

pouring out'
to spill, maratyi! 'pour it out!'

mama

many, a crowd, much

mamantara, var mamarta

big

marn:i

fat, grease
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marni-marna

fat, in good condition

marnku

ann

marnpi

bird: bronzewing pigeon

marra

hair (of head)

marrarta kawi

mirage

marrirtaki

east

marritu

birth-order name: fifth child female M. [marridu]

marriya

birth-order name: fifth child, male M. [maria]

martlaka

no, T. ['madlaka]

maru

black, black 'ochre', i.e black paint

matha

kneeball,kneecap

Mathari

name of one of the matrilineal moieties

Matyilta

name of a person: 'that was the Wilyaru name of my
older cousin. When they put'm through the rule with
those marks they gave him this name' (G.B.)

mawanha

birth-order name: last child, male

mayi

vegetable food

mayi-wakanha

hungry, lit. 'lacking food'

miina

eye

mi(i)naaku

blind in both eyes

mikarla

close, near

milatu

binh-order name: eigth child, female

miliya

birth-order name: eighth child, male

milkapa

small, B. [milkapa]

milthi

red ochre

mimpi

subincision, T. ['mimbi]

mingka

bad, sick

mingkarinya

ill omen, bad sign

Minpara

name of a station

mint(r)i

navel

minupa

doctor

mirnu

wattle tree, also resin

mirritya

to scratch

mirtyi

hole, alternative to waltyu

m4u

man, male

mitla

spearthrower. Tindale in his vocabulary added that it
was held between the thumb and index finger

mitla

woomera

mityi

name, mityi wanhanga ? What's your name?
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miya wantatya

to lie down sleeping

muka
mukatha

egg

muku

shon
matrilineal clan; this use of the term is known from
Kuyani and from Adnyamathanha, where it was first
noted by Schebeck (1973:24). The word simply means
'bone' in most of the Kamic languages of the Lake

muniya

Eyre basin, without any implication for social
organisation.
birth-order name: founh child, male

munthu
Murinyaya

belly
name of a spring behind Pinthawi spring

mumarti

murntu

maggot
anus, T. ['muQ.c;lu]

murta

diny

munla
munlatya

dried up, no good
to be dried out
snake: carpet snake
ashes, cold: 'so if you want rain then, you chuck out
the ashes from your stove and scatter them and you
will get rain.' (G.B.)

munlu

muru

murupi
mutlha
mutyatya
ngakarna
ngalkutya
ngalyara

sand, B.[murobi]
nose
club with knob: 'this and wirarti is the same thing'
(G.B.)
tree, little silver wattle full of gum
to eat
skin, rug

Ngalyuri

'name of the people who lived south-east of Crystal
Brook' (G.B.) i.e. Ngadjuri. Noble gave the name for
Ngadjuri people as 'Alury', and Elkin as 'Ngaluri'

ngamarna

uncle, mother's brother

ngamatya

old woman (i.e. with big breasts) 'it means any woman
as long as she is grey' (G.B.).

ngami
ngana
ngangkayi

mother, also breast; also Milky Way (but only E.S.)
who, what, H. [nganna]
mother, M. [ngangai]; this was noted from Mrs
Bramfleld by Mountford, the alternative word ngami
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could possibly be an innovation based on
Adnyamathanha.

0

nganha

bird: crane

nganta

right, right hand

nganya

me; object form of first person pronoun

ngapalya

spit, scum

ngara

falsehood, lie

ngarla wirri

yam-stick

ngamka

beard

ngarnta

face

ngarnta-wakanha

bad

ngarra-warlpu

forehead, bone of the forehead

ngathi-warlpu

leg

ngatli

we two

ngatyu

mine; possessive pronoun

ngayi

I, first person singular pronoun

nguntyi

liar

ngunyivarngunhi

distant, 'that one some distance away'; deictic pronoun

ngupa

husband, H. [gnooba], N.[ ooba]

nguratya

to let go, to hurl

ngumti

neck

nguuya

seaweed

nhaalha

echidna, T. ['na:la]

nhakula

whale, Mc.[nakoola]

nhakutya

to look; ngayi nhakutya, I see it!

nhantu

kangaroo (black . kangaroo, scrub kangaroo, i.e.
Western grey, cf. waa[U), also used for 'horse'

Nhantu-wirra

name of a hill east of the township now so called
'kangaroo-scrub'

nhanyatu

bad, B.[nanjato]

Nharangka

name of the people living on Yorke Peninsula

Nhatapilka

name of a creek in Nukunu country

Nhawiranha

name of a mountain, Devil's Peak, because that is
where the Eaglehawk was flying around

nhawiratya

to fly around

nhayirri

sky

nhiina

you; 2nd person sg. pronoun subject

nhikinya

nit

nhirti

hailstone
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nhuki

snot (cf. kuurni)

Nhukunu

Nukunu, name of the people of the Southern Flinders,
'the avengers' ngayi Nhukunu I am a Nukunu

njimi

your; possessive pronoun second person singular
lip, T. ['njim:i]

nyani

sheep

nyilka

dog, alternative to katli and wilka

paapa

small, young

paarla

woman, female

paarlu

meat, alternative to partu. This word also means

nhungku

matrilineal descent line totem, wapma snake was
Gilbert Bramfield's totem: 'wapma is an edible snake,
pantil a

but we wouldn't eat it, because it is ours' (G.B.)
back, spine

pantyarta

flash, fancying oneself

papartaki

north

PaP

creek

parla-parla

bare, empty

parlka

white

parJ.kara
parlpa
parlunta

tree: blue gum
skin
to die ; 'some people call it thintatya, some say
parlunta' (G.B.)

partna

goanna: black goanna

partnapa

first stage of initiation; young initiate who has gone
through this

0

partu

brother

partu var. paru

meat, flesh

pata

mangrove

pathatya
patnhi

to throw
here, patnhi manhani T. ['badni 'manuni] 'come here!'

patnha

he, she, it; third person singular pronoun

patnhu

his, her, its; third person singular possessive pronoun

payala

cold, cold weather

payatya

to bite

piirka

lights, guts

piirla

coals

piku

forehead

pinka

brother in law, M. [binga]
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Pinthawi

name of a spring behind the first mountain behind Pt
Germein

pip.

moon

pirka

flash ,lightning flash (see karntu-pirkinya)

pirlta

possum

pirltaltha

skin rug, (presumably from pirlta possum and the
widespread word paltha clothes), T. fbiltalta]. Tindale

adds that wallaby and possum skins were sown with
wallaby sinews or sinews of young kangaroos, holes in
the skin were drawn with a rough stone
pirnka

thigh (upper), hip

pirra

oyster, T. ['bira], cf. Parnkalla 'pirra,

shell'

(Schiirmann)
pirrinya, var pirrintyi

nail, claw; thitna-pirrinya toe-nail, ma!ll-pirrinya
fingernail

pirtatya

to hit with fist

pirtiya

birth-order name: first child, male

Pitali pari
pitali

name of a creek, M. [Betali]
lizard: spiny-tailed skink, M. [betali]

pitharu

cloud: cumulus cloud, M.IJ>itaru]

pithi

bark dish

pithu

cloud: large cumulus cloud

pitjika

grasshopper

pitnyu

armpit

pukurta

north wind

puluka

bullock (from English)

pulanha

two

pura

knee, cf. mampu

purlali

star, cf. purtli

purlara

Seven Sisters

purlka

cousin, older cross-cousin ?

purlkari

oldman

purlpa

dust

purru

alive, H. [booroo]

purtli
purtnu

star, cf. purlali
bone: pointing bone;'they get you early in the morning,
they get you a long way off. He makes you sweat,
perspiration runs out of your head and everywhere,
you are feverish all the time. He buries that bone
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alongside the fire in a coffee tin. While the thing is
cooking there you can hear that person groan. They
pull that bone out and it is sweating and that man is
sweating too!' (G.B.)
puthi

feather: wing feather, hair of leg

putyi

mist, cloud

pumi

bird: mallee hen, T. ['budni]

puyu

smoke

thaaka

mouth

thaakanya

crying; participial form of the verb

thaakatya

to cry out, to call

Thalpiri

name of Pt Pirie, 'headband made from a dingo tail'.
This is the explanation given by both McMurtrie and
Mountford, but McMurtrie writes [darparee],and
Mountford writes [Dalpiri]. Such headbands are
known to have been used by Parnkalla people and also
by Adnyamathanha for ceremonial purposes
(Tunbridge 1984:60). It is likely that the placename
refers to an Ancestor wearing such a headband.

thangka

liver

thangura

totem: patrilineal totem, 'secret', T. ['daiJora]

thankwitya

to have sex, T. ['tangwitja]

thapatya

to drink

thapmurti

grandfather: father's father

thapu

fly (insect)

thartu

hill, the Flinders Ranges in particular; this word was
also an alternative term for 'head'

r

I

0

tharnta

red kangaroo, Me. [darnda]

thartu-wilya

head-hair

thatni

sea

thatni-thanga

seashore, Me. [dardni dunga]

thikatya

to sit down

thiltya

sinew, string, T. ['di:ltja]

thinghkityi warlpu

elbow

thintatya, var. thi(t)natya

dead; 'four men always carried the dead body to burial'
(G.B.)

thipma

raw

thirntu

sun

thitna

foot
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thitnya

cat, i.e. native cat; 'real spotted cat. They were pretty
little things, with fine fur' (G.B.)

Thitnya-mukunha

person belonging to the Cat matrilineal clan

thuka

swamp, mud

thuka

tree: box-tree; 'we call that box-tree thuka, same as
that mud' (G.B.)

thulya

policeman

thungka

stinking

thungku-warinya

stinking, foul-smelling

thupa

fly

tlmra

man, Aboriginal person; ngatyu thufCl friend, (lit.'my
man')

thura paarla

Aboriginal woman

thurtla

stone knife, scraper

thutha

grass; 'seed grass doesn't grow here any more, the
cattle have knocked it all about' (G.B.)

thutla

savage, wild

tyukarti

yes, all right, T. ['djuk:adi]

waalha

bird: plains turkey

waarli pari

Milky way

waarlu
Waarlu-mukunha.

kangaroo rat

waaru

kangar<;><>, 'black kangaroo, scrub kangaroo, call'm

person belonging to the Kangaroo-rat matrilineal clan
nhantu, just the same' (G.B.)

-wakanha

lacking: privative suffix

wakarla

bird: crow

wakarra

back of neck

waku

spider, Mc.[warku]

wakurti

flood

walta

heat, B. M. [wolda]

waltu

fish-trap, built with bushes and mangrove stakes, M.
[waldu]

wamparta

vengeance party, 'killers, travel in a mob' (F.G.)

wangiya

birth-order name: sixth child, male, M. [wunwia]

Wangkari

name of Melrose (waterhole) M. [wangari]; it was so
called 'because the big snake had been talk there'
(F.B.)

wangkartaki, var. wangkarta

west
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wangkatya

to speak; ngayi wangkatya Nhukunu, ngayi Nhukunu
'I am speaking Nukunu, I am Nukunu

wangkinyanika

throat, gullet

wangku

snake: tiger snake, T. ['wa.IJgo]

wanguta

birth-order name: sixth child, female, M. [wonada]

wanhanga

where? how? mityi wanhanga? what is your name?

wantak:u

no, nothing

wantatya

to stop, to leave off

wantatya!

stop it!

wantitya

to lie down

wantyapi

spirit of the dead M. [wangjupi], 'father and uncle can
talk to the spirit when it is still with the body in the
grave, and as it leaves the body the spirit goes straight
to the west, to Kintyura' (F.B.)

wanyi-itna

to swim, wanyi-itna kawinga swimming in the water

wanypatha

good

wapara

noise

wapma

snake: large carpetsnake. Tindale states that this word
was also used to mean 'whale'

Wapma-mukunha

a person belonging to the Snake matrilineal clan

wapmarra

plain, T. ['wamara]; the present spelling has been
adopted on the evidence of McEntee and McKenzie
who write Wabmarra Vittana for 'the Willochra Plain',
which was in Nukunu country.

0

waraku

long

warana

frog, T. ['warana]

wararti

wind

wari
wari

penis, T. ['wari]

Warkalitya

name of Mt Remarkable

warlpu

bone

warrana

sneaker, killer

warrarla

language

warratyi

bird: emu

W arraty'ipma

name of a site near the border of Nukunu country, 'raw

wind, cold wind

emu': 'on the other side of Pt Augusta where the hills
cut out at Waratyawi and Waraty'ipma there is a gap in
the hills towards South Gap, that is where Parnkalla
people came in'. This was confirmed by Moonie
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Davies of part Parnkalla descent, who ~i
1965): 'My father was born at

:: ...

(Sept

Warraty'ipm~ < '

side or Neuroodla siding on the Alice Springs line (the
old line). There is a big creek, that is W arraty'ipma
(where the Warrakimbo siding is). He was Muniya
(4th son) like me, Muni Warrity'ipma 'left hand'. I'd be
Muni Wayaka if there were no white people, from a
place on top of the hills, Wayaka springs.' (See also
McEntee and McKenzie 1992:115)
warrika, var. warrartu

birth-order name: second child, female

warriya

birth-order name: second child, male

warta

small marsupial, possibly the lesser bilby as suggested
by Tunbridge 1991:52. M. [wada] rat of the Karraru
moiety (F.B.)

wartli

home, camp

wartli-pampu

wood fork, used in making a humpy, Me. [wardli
bambu]

wartnitya

to fall down

watapa

track, M. [watapa], name ofTelowie Gorge

watlha

Tammar wallaby; M. [ wadla]. The interpretation of the
name is according to Tunbridge (1991 :65). The
Tammar belonged to the Karraru moiety (F.B.).

0

watlu-kupa

bird: crested pigeon, probably 'top of head-white'

watlyu

hole, opening

watna

boomerang

watnaratya

to chase

watnari

emu-bush

watnyi

little

watnyi thura

little people, mythical people that live in the hills 'you
can see them in that Warkalirya (Mt Remarkable)
country, you walk along that big hill and you can hear
them all night' (G.B.)

wayi

fear

way(i)tpi

south wind

wayina

frightened

wiima

white chalk, kopi

wiithanha

bullroarer; 'they wouldn't let us young people see
them' (F.G.)

wilka

dog, dingo; cf. katli
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wiltya

night

Wilyaru

name of the final stage of initiation involving
cicatrisation

winta

bird: owl, the barn owl Me.[ wenda]

wiparu

snake: whip snake, T. ['wiparo, brown snake]

wipma

history time, dreamtime

wira

tree: red gum

Wira-pari

name of Wirrabara Ck, 'Gum-tree Creek'

wiralya

goanna: tree-goanna; 'if he puts his hand around a tree
and opens his mouth that means that someone, maybe
you, will die'. (G.B.)

wirarti

club, waddy; 'has a knob on it like my fist, that is the
handle' (G.B.)

wiri

shoulder blade, wing

wirltu

eaglehawk, also name of Devil's Peak: 'that is where
the wirltu was flying about, watching wallabies on the
rocks there'. (G.B). The eaglehawk belonged to the
Mathari moiety (F.B.)

Wirltu-mukunha
wirnta

person belonging to the Eaglehawk matrilineal clan
spear, fighting spear: 'long one with jags and blade as
big as three fingers. They spear you in the leg, and

1

young man has to stand there and hold his leg out for
them and he pull'm out too, meat and all, makes no
difference' (G.B.)

0

wirra

scrub

wirri

club

wirupa

bird: cockatiel

wita

tree, B. [wi tta]

Witalu

name of Black Hill

wititya

to strike with something, to shoot

witli

rib

witu

dillybag, T. ['wit:u] also basket-rush Me. [weetoo]

yaarli

tongue

yaka

sister (elder) V. [yukka]

yakarla

child

yakarla paarla

girl, little girl

yaku

gum from sandalwood tree, T. ['jak:o]

yanganyi

chin , T. ['jaiJanji]

yangka

beard, cf ngarnka
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yapatya

to blow a fire, to breathe on something

yarinda

birth-order name: seventh child, girl, M. [jarinda]15

yariya

birth-order name: seventh child male

yamuta

scorpion, Me. [yarnoota], probably derived from
yartna 'back'

yarta

ground, dry earth

yarta-purlpa

dusty, dirty (lit. ground-dust)

Yartalya

name of a well, probably the origin of the name
'Yatala' as in Yatala Harbour. 'On the other side (i.e.
away from Pt Germein) of Nectar Brook creek, where
that old station is, there is a well there, and whenever
there is a bit of wind you see the dust fly. The ground
is all dusty there that is why they call'm Y artalya.'
(G.B.)

yartli

man, husband, this word was regarded as an
alternative to mipl.

yartna

back; Tindale's vocabulary has ['ja:na] with long
vowel and no prestopping)

Y artna-malka

name of two places: a). Y adlamalka near the border of
Nukunu and Pamkalla country, and b). Andamooka, in
Kuyani country. The relevant Kuyani and Nukunu
words appear to have been the same. 'You hear about
that Yadlamalka over there? Y artnamalka is named
from man's back with marks, that is how it gets it
name that station, that bloke that travels the one with
his back. Europeans call'm Y adlamalka, but it is
Yannayartna-malka' (G.B.)

yartna-warlpu

backbone

yartnayartna-malka

cicatrisation from the Wilya!U ceremony, 'marks on
back'

yarn

whirlwind

yatha

directly, soon

Yatpara

name given at initiation to an uncle of Gilbert
Bramfield, who was the senior Nukunu man of his
generation

yiira

teeth

15Mountford in his notes calls it '5th', but this may be on account of a death which was not being referred to.
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yipitya

to splash, yipitya ngayi kinhi kawi I am splashing this
water around

yirityi

crab

yirka-multi

sky (E.S. only) cf. ngayiri

yirta

bird, general term

yuku
yulya, var. thulya

canoe, large bark dish
policeman: the form yulya is probably a borrowing ,
from Adnyamathanha

yunga

brother, elder. For reasons that are not clear this word
appears twice in the older data as 'mother', in both .
Hack and Noble (1879)

yungkatya

to give

yurlku
yup.

heart
ears

yurtni

throat

yurtu

piece, piece of wood

yuru

euro; the English word is derived from this or cognate
forms in other Thura-Miru languages

yuwatya
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Additional words:
The following words are almost certainly correct for Nukunu, but are not sufficiently
well documented to be included in the main vocabulary:
centipede.~c.[gudnaa]

kahna
kanturla

Tammar wallaby, female,

karnu

~ee.~c.

marti

bandicoot, Le Bnm [mutty], see also Tunbridge 1991:49

murlku

flower, blossom (Berndt 1987)

papartaki

close by: this is listed as 'go away' by Tmdale MS, cf.

~-

[gandulra]

[gurnoo]

Parnkalla 'papparta. opposite or near'
Piratyanga

place near Mt Kay, ~c. [Piraijungle]

thilawi

plant: old man saltbush, ~c. [telowie].

~c~urtrie

suggests that the placename Telowie represents a
corruption of this
wanityu

bat. ~c. [wanekew]

watla

windbreak, ~c. [wudtle]

wititya

snake : scrub adder, ~c. [weteetya]

yampa

yam, ~c. [yamba]
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Grammatical Notes
Because of the nature of the older documentation and because of language loss only
few grammatical features could be ascertained. Limited as it is, the infonnation
nevertheless puts Nukunu closely in line with the other Mi.ru languages.

Nouns

cardinal point suffiX

-nga, kawinga 'in the water'
-pila; as in miina-pila 'two eyes'
;.wakanha, mayi-wakanha 'without food'
-rtald as in marrirtald 'east'

Pronouns
ngayi

I, first person singular used as the

intransitive subject, ngayi

Nhukunu 'I am Nuk:unu'

nhiina

you, second person singular intransitive

locative
dual-marker
lacking, not having: privative suffix

subject

patnha

he, she, it, third person pronoun intransitive

subject H. [hanna]

ngatli
thatna

we two, first person dual subject
they, third person plural intransitive subject

H. [thumma]
There was just one clear accusative fonn:

nganya
nganya kampatya it is

me, object form of first person pronoun, .
making me hot

Possessive pronominal adjectives were:

ngatyu
nhungku
patnhu

mine (frrst person singular)
your (second person singular)
his, her, its (third person singular)

Demonstratives

kinhi
ngunyi var. ngunhi

this, this one
that, 'that one some distance away'

Verbs
Present
Verbs were quoted by all speakers in the present tense form -tya: this applies not only
to the modem information but also to the word-lists from last century, as in:
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wangkatya

to speak,

ngayi wangkatya

I speak

This is identical with the situation in Nharangka, as documented by J.M.Black (1920).
There was also evidence of a continuous present tense suffix: -nta
yuwanta

he is standing about

fast
There was only one form that could be interpreted as a past:
wangkari

it (the Snake) spoke

Imperative
Two types of imperative were found, formed with the suffixes -ka and -ni
respectively.
Both occurred with the same verb, namely manhatya, to go:
manhaka!

go away!

patnhi manhani!

come here!

thikani!

sit down! cf. also LeBrun [tekunny]

Both -ni and -ka have parallels in the other Thura-Miru languages: -ka is widespread
and-ni is known from Nharangka.

)
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ENGLISH-NUKUNU
abode of the spirits of the dead

Kintyura

Aboriginal person
Aboriginal woman

thura
thura paarla

alive

purru

anus

mumtu

ann

marnku

annpit

pitnyu

arrogant
ashes, cold
baby

karanya
muru
kungunya var. kungurti

back

yartna

back, spine

pantila

backbone

yartna-warlpu

bad

ngamta-wakanha

bad

nhanyatu

bad, sick

mingka

bald
bandicoot: the lesser bilby
bare, empty

kakarti parla-parla
warta
parla-parla

bark dish

pithi

be dried out

murtlatya

beard

ngarnka,yangka

belly

munthu

big

mamantara, var. mamarta

bird:
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general term

yirta

bronzewing pigeon

mampi

cockatiel

wirupa

crane

nganha

crested pigeon

watlu-kupa

crow

wakarla

diamond dove

kurukuku

eaglehawk

wirltu

emu

warratyi, kari

magpie

kurra

mallee hen

putni

owl, barn owl

winta

plains turkey

waalha
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swan

kuti

white cockatoo

kuraki

duck, black

maara

binh-order name: first child, male

pirtiya

first child, female

kartinya

second child, female

warrika, var. wanartu

second child, male

warriya

third child, female

kunartu

third child, male

kuni

fourth child, male

mumya

fifth child female

marritu

fifth child, male

marriya

sixth child, female

wanguta

sixth child, male,

wangiya

seventh child, female

yarinda

seventh child male

yariya

eighth child, male

miliya

eigth child, female

milatu

last child, male

mawanha

bite

payatya

black

maru

blind in both eyes

mi(i)naaku

blood

kaaru

blow a fire, breathe on something

yapatya

bone

warlpu

bone: pointing bone

purtnu

boomerang

watna

boy

kunga

breast-bone

kuntu-warlpu

brother in law

pinka

brother, (younger?)

partu

brother, elder

yunga

bullock

puluka

bullroarer

wiithanha

canoe, large bark dish

yuku

cat, native cat

thitnya

chase

watnaratya

chest

kuntu

child, general term

kungapa
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child, small

yakarla

chin

yanganyi

cicatrisation from the Wilya[U ceremony

yartnayartna-malka

close, near

mikarla
kulpi

cloud:

club:

general term
high cloud

maku

rain-cloud

kutyi

cumulus cloud

pitharu

large cumulus cloud

pithu

general term

wirri

with knob

mutyatya

waddy

wirarti

coals

piirla

cold

manya

cold weather

payala

cook

kampatya

corpse

kupa

corroboree

kuri

cousin, older cross-cousin?

purlka

crab

yirityi

creek

Pari

cry out, call
crying

thaakatya
thaakanya

dead

thintatya, var. thi(t)natya

die

thintatya, or parlunta

dillybag

witu

directly, soon

yatha

dirty

murta

doctor
dog (rarer alternative)

minupa

dog

katli

dog, dingo

wilka

dried up, no good

murtla

drink

thapatya

dust

purlpa

dusty, dirty

yarta-purlpa

ears

yup

east

marrirtaki

eat

ngalkutya
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echidna

nhaalha

egg

muka

elbow

thinghkityi warlpu

emu-bush

watnari

euro

yuru

eye

miina

face

ngarnta

faeces

kutna

fall down
falsehood, lie
fat, grease
fat, in good condition
father
fear
feather: wing feather
fingernail
fue
first stage of initiation, young initiate
fish
fish-trap
flash of lightning
flash, fancying oneself
flood
fly (insect)
fly around
fly
foot
forehead (bone of)
forehead
four
friend, 'my man'
frightened

wartnitya
ngara
marni
marni-marna
maama, var. mamara
wayi
puthi
mara-pirrinya
kartla
partnapa
kuya
waltu
pirka, karntu-pirkinya
pantyarta
wakurti
thapu
nhawiratya
thupa
thitna
ngarra-warlpu
piku
kalpila
ngatyu thura
wayina

frog

warana

getup

karritya

ghost

kutnyu

girl, little girl

yakarla paarla

girl

mankarra

give

yungkatya

go

manhatya
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goanna: black goanna

panna

goanna:tree-goanna

wiralya

good

wanypatha

grandfather, father's father

thapmurti

grandfather, mother's father

kapmuna

grandmother, father's mother

mangarti

grandmother, mother's mother

katnyini

grass

thutha

grasshopper

pitjika

grog

kupurlu

ground, dry earth
gum from sandalwood tree

yarta
yaku

hailstone

nhirti

hair (of head)

marra

hair, body-hair

puthi

hand

mara

have sex

thankwitya

head (rarely used word)

thartu

head

kakarti

head-hair (rarely used)

thartu-wilya

head-hair

kakarti-puthi, and kakartimarra

heart

yurlku

heat

walta

here

patnhi

hill

thartu

hip

pirnka

his; third person singular possessive pronoun

patnhu

history time, dreamtime

wipma

hit with a weapon

kuratya

hit with fist

pirtatya

hit with one's hand, beat

kurntatya

hole, opening

watlyu

hole

minyi

home, camp

wartli

horse

nhantu

hungry

mayi-wakanha

husband

ngupa

I; first person pronoun

ngayi
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ill omen, bad sign

mingkarinya

initiation: cicatrisation

Wilyaru

initiation: first stage

partnapa

intestines

piirka

jaw

mangu

kangaroo (black kangaroo, scrub kangaroo, Western grey)

!

t\.

nhantu,waaru

waarlu,

kangaroo rat
kangaroo, red kangaroo

kurtlu, thamta

knee (rare)

pura

knee
kneeball, kneecap

mampu
matha

lacking, privative suffix

-wakanha

language

warrarla

leaf

kuulu

leave off

wantatya

leg

ngathi-warlpu

let go, hurl

nguratya

liar

nguntyi

lie down
light from a fire, blaze

wantitya
kartla-yarlu

lightning

karntu-pirkinya

lip

njimi

listen

kaltitya

little

watnyi

little people

watnyi thura

little, short

kumarti

liver

thangka

lizard: frillneck

katnu

sleepy lizard

kalta

spiny-tailed skink

pitali

long

waraku

look

nhilkutya

louse

kutlu

maggot

mumarti

make

manitya

man, person

thura
yartli

man, husband
man, male
mangrove

miru
pata
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many

mama

mark, spot

malka

matrilineal clan

muku

me

nganya

meat, flesh

partu var. paru

meat, matrilineal totem

paarlu

Milky way

waarli pari

mine; possessive pronoun

ngatyu

mirage

marrarta kawi

moon

pira

mother

ngami

mother (probably older word)

ngankayi

mouth

thaaka

nail, claw

pirrinya, var. pirrintyi

name

mityi

name:

of a person: cousin of the Bramfields

Matyilta

of a person: uncle of the Bramfields

Yatpara

of one matrilineal moiety

Kapuru

of the other matrilineal moiety
for Ngadjuri people

Mathari
Ngalyuri

for Ngadjuri people, 'the inlanders'

Manu, Manuri

of the people living on Yorke Peninsula

Nharangka

of the people of the Southern Flinders

Nhukunu

navel

mint(r)i

neck

ngurnti

neck: back of neck

wakarra

night

wiltya

nit

nhikinya

no

martlaka

no, nothing

wantaku

noise

wapara

north

papartaki

north wind

pukurta

nose

mutlha

oldman

purlkari

old woman

ngamatya

one

kupmana

other, different

kutyu

oyster

pirra
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penis
person belonging to the Cat matrilineal clan

wari
Thitnya-mukunha

belonging to the Eaglehawk matrilineal clan

Wirltu-mukunha

belonging to the Kangaroo-rat matrilineal clan

Waarlu-mukunha

belonging to the Snake matrilineal clan

Wapma-mukunha

phlegm
pick up in one's hand

kurdi
mangkutya

piece, piece of wood

yurtu

placename: Black Hill

Witalu

creek near Telowie

hill near Pt Germein

Pitali pari
Kapurinya

creek in Nukunu country

Nhatapilka

Crystal Brook

Makuli-wartli

Devil's Peak

Wirltu, Nhawiranha

hill east of the township so called

Nhantu-wirra

Melrose (waterhole)

Wangkari

MtMambray

Kupanga

Mt Remarkable

Warkalitya

Pt Pirie

Thalpiri

name of a station

Minpara

site southwest of Mt Remarkable

Kari-yawi

spring at Pt Germein
spring behind Pt Germain

Malya'wi-pintha

spring in hills close to Pt Germein

0

Pinthawi
Murinyaya

spring on western border of N ukunu country

W arraty'ipma

Telowie Gorge

Watapa

well near Nectar Brook

Yartalya

Wirrabara Ck, 'Gum-tree Creek'

Wira-pari

Yadlamalka

Yartna-malka

'Red Sea'

Kaaru-thatni

Mambray Creek

Mampurti

Marachowie spring

Maratya'wi

spring in Nectar Brook country

Kutnayi

plain

wapmarra

policeman

thulya, var. yulya

possum

pirlta

rain stone

kawi-piki

rainbow

kuranyi

raw

thipma
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red ochre

milthi

resin

mimu

rib
right, right hand

witli

rock-wallaby

kaantu

rockhole

kawi-wawarda

run

manha-thikatya

rushes,basketrush

witu

sand
savage, wild

murupi
thutla

scorpion

yamuta

scratch

mirritya

scrub

wirra

sea

thatni

seashore

thatni-thanga

seaweed

nguuya

secret tradition

thangura

Seven Sisters

purlara

sheep

nyani

shiver

mangaranatya

short

mukatha

shoulder blade, wing

wip

sinew, string

thiltya

sister (elder)

yaka
thikatya

sit down

nganta

skin
skin rug

parlpa

sky

nhayirri, yirka-multi

sleep

miya wantatya

small

milkapa

small , young

paapa

smoke

puyu

snake: mythical
black snake

Kakarru
kampu

carpet snake

murtlu

large carpetsnake

wapma

tiger snake

wangku

whip snake

wiparu

sneaker, killer
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snore

kurru wantatya

snot

nhuki, kuumi

south

kapartaki

south wind

way(i)tpi

speak

wangkatya

spear, barbed
spear, fighting spear

kara
wimta

spearthrower

mitla

spill

maratya

spirit of the dead

wantyapi

spider

waku

spit, scum

ngapalya

splash

yipitya

stand

yuwatya

star

purtli, purlali

stinking

thungka

stinking, foul-smelling

thungku-warinya

stone knife, scraper

thurtla

stone, rock

katnya

stone, slate

makuli

stop

wantatya;

stop it!

wantatya!

storm

kamtu

strike with something, shoot

wititya

subincision

mimpi

sun

thimtu

swamp, mud

thuka

swim

wanyi-itna

teeth

yiira

testicles

karlu

that one, some distance away

ngunyi, var. ngunhi

thigh
· this, this one here

kanthi

three

mankwina

throat, gullet

wangkinyanika

throat

yurtni

throw

pathatya

thunder

kurranha

thunderstorm

karrara

kinhi
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toe-nail

thitna-pirrinya

tongue

yaarli

track

watapa
general term

wita

blue gum

parlkara

box-tree

thuka

quandong

kurti

red gum

wira

silver wattle

ngakarna

wattle (resinous)

mirnu

tree:

two

pulanha

uncle, mother's brother

ngamarna

uncle, mother's brother (older term)

kawarna

urine

kumpu

vegetable food

mayi

vengeance party

wamparta

waddy, long waddy, yam stick

katha

wallaby, Tammar

watlha

water, brackish

malya'wi

water, rain

kawi

waterhole

kawi-wangkarta

we two

ngatli

west

wangkartaki, var. wangkarta

whale

nhakula, wapma

what, who

ngana

where? how?

wanhanga

whirlwind

yaru

white chalk, kopi

wiirna

white

kupa

white man

kutnyu

white woman

kutnyu-paarla

white, white paint

parlka

wife

kartu

wind

wararti

wind, cold wind

wari

woman, female

paarla

wood fork

wartli -pampu

woomera

mitla
ngarla wirri ·

yam-stick
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r

yellow ochre

karku

yes, all right -

tyukarti

(

you: second person singular pronoun

nhiina

your: second person singular possessive

nhungku

'

j

'

'

().

)

J
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